Academy Rules
In order to guarantee quality of our coaching & learning process and have healthy relationships with
all involves on the soccer training you MUST respect the following orientations:
1. Brazilian Soccer Academy NJ (BSANJ) will do all the sessions for the service hired for,
respecting the particularities of coaching and training proposed, respecting national holidays
celebration and service stoppage promoted by the administration.
2. Within the coaching & training process, Coaches will have to elaborate, coach, evaluate and
adjust contents and activities regarding their age/level.
3. Respect is the first condition and it will be promoted and demanded by all; in or out of the
Academy, regarding animals and public or private proprieties.
4. Uniform and sports equipment (shoes & security equipment) are demanded for the activity’s
organization, identification, security and client’s physical integrity. With that been said, rarely
will be permitted players training without uniform or security equipment.
5. Still talking about client’s physical integrity, won’t be allowed the practice with earrings,
watches, piercings, bracelets, rings, heats or any other accessories that may be harmful to
themselves or others.
6. In order to guarantee quality on our coaching & training process and preserve the respect
relationship between the all involved, all must follow the times set up for the training’s
sessions/ games.
7. Information about the players is very important so it’s the parents/guardian’s responsibilities
to deliver to the Academy all documents needed for registration.
8. All have the responsibility to care for the equipment and properties.
9. It’s the client’s responsibility for identification and keep uniform or any belongings.
10. To guarantee safety and training quality the Academy will cancel practices if the weather is
not secure.
11. In order to have an expected development during training and games, it won’t be allowed any
disturbance during training sessions/ games. Not people from outside of the Academy,
parents/guardians or others.
12. Waivers must be signed by parents/guardians in order to the player to participate on the training
sessions/games.
13. I
am
aware
of
this
document
and
I
agree
with
it.
Me,
___________________________________
parent/guardian
of
___________________________________ am aware of the Academy rules.

Bloomfield, NJ ____/____/_____

(Parent/guardian Signature):

___________________________________________________

(Printed name): ___________________________________________________

